
Constitution of the Brandeis Seirenkai Karate & Jujitsu Academy  
Revised:  March 2014. This document shall replace all previous versions of this constitution. !
Mission Statement:  Brandeis Seirenkai Karate & Jujitsu Academy (BSKJA) is a university sponsored 
club whose purpose is to teach Seirenkai Karate and Jujitsu, traditional Japanese martial arts, to the 
Brandeis University community.   Seirenkai Karate emphasizes traditional martial arts training methods with 
a primary focus on practical, realistic self-defense.  Seirenkai’s top priority is the safety and well-being of its 
members at all times.  As a traditional style of Budo (Japanese Martial Way), the ultimate aim of Seirenkai 
practitioners is the perfection of their character through rigorous training.  Our members succeed by “doing 
their best.”   By enhancing their competence and awareness of self-defense, they empower themselves 
and simultaneously enhance their self-confidence and self-esteem. !
Article I. Name of Organization: Brandeis Seirenkai Karate & Jujitsu Academy (BSKJA).    !
Note:  This club was originally known as Brandeis Kokondo Academy (BKA) from September, 1988 – 
October 2008. !
Article II. Organization Description: BSKJA is a registered member of the International Seirenkai 
Organization (ISO) which embodies and governs two traditional Japanese martial arts: Seirenkai Karate 
and Seirenkai Jujitsu. (The style name “Seirenkai” refers to both of these martial arts.)  The ISO was 
established to maintain the integrity, authenticity and effectiveness of these ancient martial arts.  The word 
Seirenkai translates “Association of Integrity.” Seirenkai also includes training in both the disarming of 
modern street weapons for self-defense; and in the art of Kobudo, or traditional Okinawan & Japanese 
weaponry. Our primary dual purposes for Kobudo include maintaining the Okinawan cultural martial arts 
heritage and traditions; as well as the enhancement of body dynamics for effective karate techniques. 
Seirenkai Karate differs in many ways from other forms of martial arts and martial sports.  Our emphasis is 
practical, realistic and effective self-defense.  We do not emphasize or require sport or competition, though 
some of our members may elect to participate in traditional tournaments as a fun supplement to their self-
defense training.  Our ultimate goal is the perfection of character through fun but disciplined training.  The 
top priority in this Seirenkai dojo is the safety of all participating members inside and outside the dojo 
(martial arts training hall). Seirenkai emphasizes a traditional guideline of behavior called the “Code of 
Bushido” (way of the warrior) which includes following these seven components: Honor, Justice, Loyalty, 
Courage, Veracity, Politeness, and Benevolence. Incorporating these values into our daily lives is a part of 
the benefit and responsibility of those who practice Seirenkai Karate.  Inherent within these codes is a 
guideline of how to treat others respectfully; and also how to avoid situations where our self-defense skills 
might be needed.    !
Seirenkai emphasizes doing one’s best at all times.  Our goal is for our students and members to 
enhance all of their abilities, mentally and physically, while having fun, relieving stress, improving their 
health and building relationships. Our goal each class is for all students to be better than they were at the 
previous class—not to be better than anyone else.  Our primary concern during every workout is the safety 
of our partners. !
Members:  BSKJA offers classes multiple times each week to the campus community.  Our students 
pursue their study of Seirenkai on a consistent basis, including attending classes on campus and special 
ISO sponsored seminars, clinics, demonstrations, cultural events and performances, tournaments and 
other regional, national and international events. Brandeis members regularly avail themselves of 
opportunities to attend classes at nearby sister clubs including Seirenkai dojo at Babson College, Emerson 
Hospital in Concord, UMass Amherst and other institutions.   Participation in our club may range from a 
single event per semester to many events and classes per semester.  Each semester our social committee 
will organize dinners, movie nights, weekend trips and other fun events for our members to spend time 
together in relaxed settings. !



Organization History at Brandeis University: The Brandeis Kokondo Academy began instructing 
students on the Waltham, MA campus in 1987.  The Founding Member, original club President (1988-1991) 
and Chief Instructor is Master Daniel E. Cohen ’91.  The club was chartered by the Brandeis University 
Student Senate and officially recognized by Brandeis University in September of 1988.  The name changed 
in October 2008 to Brandeis Seirenkai Karate & Jujitsu Academy as the club changed its affiliation from the 
International Kokondo Association (IKA) to the International Seirenkai Organization (ISO).  The Brandeis 
Dojo has trained more than 50 individuals to black belt status in Karate and/or Jujitsu throughout the club’s 
long history, including leaders of other dojos throughout the United States and Internationally.   !
Our weekly activity and regularly scheduled year-round classes on campus have been un-interrupted since 
1988, making us the oldest consistently active martial arts club on the Brandeis University campus.  Since 
our inception, we have taught self-defense techniques, personal safety, and awareness to more than 3,000 
Brandeis community members, including Brandeis students, faculty and university staff.  The primary 
purpose of the training is to provide Brandeis Seirenkai members an opportunity to learn self-defense 
techniques safely while enhancing:  self-confidence; physical conditioning; increased focus and 
concentration ability; and self-empowerment.  Seirenkai emphasizes doing one’s best at all times—not 
competition or sport martial arts.  Our goal is for our students and members to enhance all of these 
abilities, mentally and physically, while having fun and relieving stress. Our goal each class is for each 
student to be better than they were at the previous class—not to be better than anyone else.  Our primary 
concern during every workout is the safety of our partners. !!
Article III.  !
Statement of non-exclusivity:  BSKJA is open to all members of the Brandeis community, and does not 
discriminate on the basis of age, race, sex, creed, religion, sexual orientation, natural abilities or 
challenges, socio-economic standing, lifestyle or other related classifications. !
Anti-hazing Clause: This organization prohibits all members from engaging in any acts of hazing, 
pursuant to both the mission of our club and Brandeis policy. Hazing is defined by Brandies’ General Laws 
as the following: “any conduct or method of initiation into any student organization, whether on public or 
private property, which willfully or recklessly endangers the physical or mental health of any student or 
other person. Such conduct shall include whipping, beating, branding, forced calisthenics, exposure to the 
weather, forced consumption of food, liquor, beverage, drug or other substance, or any other brutal 
treatment or forced physical activity which is likely to adversely affect the physical health or safety of any 
such student or other person, or which subjects such student or other person to extreme mental stress, 
including extended deprivation of sleep or rest or extended isolation” (Chapter 269, General Laws, 2013 
ed.). !
Eligibility for Membership: All Brandeis community members are invited to join. Discrimination of any sort 
is prohibited in any Seirenkai dojo.  Hazing of any sort is also expressly prohibited by Seirenkai dojo.   !
Rank and Promotional Testing:  All BSKJA members who join the ISO may test periodically for their next 
belt rank which will be recognized internationally wherever Seirenkai schools exist.  They will never be 
charged for taking the promotional tests, regardless of whether or not they pass, or the rank for which they 
are testing.  For black belt testing, written permission for testing must be granted in advance by the Honbu 
(World HQ) of the ISO and part of the test will occur in the presence of the Board of Directors of the ISO 
and/or the Seirenkai Masters.  !
Responsibility:  BSKJA members are welcome to train as regularly and often as they are able, and to 
postpone or cease their training at their own discretion. Seirenkai emphasizes “appropriate response 
training,” meaning that the self-defense techniques we teach our students must be used appropriately 
based on the environment, circumstances, danger level and malicious intent of the attacker or attackers.  
Seirenkai’s techniques range from mild to severe to match a very wide range of possible attacks in today’s 
society, both against unarmed attackers and those with weapons.  Therefore, we instill a strong sense of 
responsibility in our members regarding an ethical and legal use of Seirenkai techniques in situations 



where one’s life or safety is threatened.  Seirenkai practitioners do not use martial arts skills for 
aggressive or offensive purposes.  The only case in which an individual may be asked not to return to 
class is if he or she poses a direct safety risk to others in the class or to the larger campus community.  
Such a situation is a last resort, and would only be taken after engaging in multiple conversations with the 
student in question, and ultimately, the leadership of the Brandeis Student Senate.   !!!!
Article IV. Officers.  !
Titles and responsibilities:  !
BSKJA Student Leadership Roles !

- President. This person shall be responsible for running all the organizational aspects of the 
club. The President may designate organizational roles to other club members as deemed 
appropriate. S/he is the primary interface with the University administration and the Student 
Senate. !

- Financial Officer (Treasurer). This person shall be responsible for managing all club finances 
and managing the allocation process. Expenditures should be discussed by club officers who 
should also consult the Sensei, or Chief Instructor.   The President and Treasurer may be the 
same person or the Vice President and Treasurer may be the same person. !

- Vice President.  This person shall assist the President with responsibilities such as 
membership drives, demonstrations, campus seminars, fundraisers, and social events.  !

- General Membership.  All members are encouraged and welcomed to participate in club 
activities including weekly classes, social events, special seminars, fund-raisers, charitable 
events, etc.  Input from club members regarding new ideas for events and fundraisers is 
welcomed by the officers and sensei.  However, questions of class structure, regulations, 
teaching methodology and all other teaching decisions rest with the dojo Chief Instructor and 
ISO Instructional Supervisors.   !

Instructional Staff !
- Chief Instructor.  This person is responsible for setting the direction of all instruction in the 

dojo in accordance with Seirenkai guidelines and is the final authority on all questions of 
technique, instructional practices, etiquette, rank, roles, and coordination with the ISO.  He or 
she is a registered Sensei or Senpai of the ISO in good standing with the organization.   !

- Instructors.  These individuals are internationally certified as “Sensei” or “Senpai” by the ISO 
and assist in the instruction of classes and other dojo events.  They may teach full classes or 
segments of classes at the request of the Chief Instructor. !

- Assistant Instructors. These individuals are black belts and are working toward their 
Instructor’s Certification and the title of “Sensei.”  On occasions they may be asked to lead 
classes under the direction of the Chief Instructor according to a set agenda and established 
guidelines. !

Elections: !
- President. Normally this person shall be the student member with most senior belt rank. If this 

person is unable or unwilling to fulfill the role then another club member may fulfill this role.  At 
the end of each school year, the senior instructors and officers will discuss roles for the next 



year and invite newer members to fill these officer positions based on demonstrated leadership 
behaviors, enthusiasm and capability, and a demonstrated desire to play an important role in 
the club.  They will also nominate other club members to participate as leaders of committees 
and special events as they arise or as members offer suggestions for new events, projects and 
initiatives.  All members have the opportunity to play a leadership role in some aspect of the 
club’s activities.  !

- Financial Officer. This person is often but not always the student member with second senior 
belt rank. If this person is unable or unwilling to fulfill the role then another club member may 
be asked to serve in this role. !

Removal Process: An officer may be removed by the agreement of the other officers and senior 
instructors, or by electing to step down.  Such a choice need not require one to withdraw from the club.  
Our emphasis places academic responsibilities above all other commitments including Seirenkai.   !
Length of term: The officers shall serve for as long as they are willing to undertake the duties of their posts 
and fulfill the criteria for full club membership, or until they graduate from the University. !!
Article V. Procedure to Amend Constitution:  
There shall be at least one business meeting of the club officers and instructors each semester. The 
president and financial officer shall present reports on club activities in the previous semester. At this 
meeting any officer may propose a motion to amend the constitution.  The Chief Instructor and President 
remain the final authorities on amendments to the constitution and club guidelines.   !



Appendix A:  Registration Form & Liability Waiver 
  

!  !
Seirenkai Membership Registration & Waiver !
Name_____________________________________________________________ 
  
Mailing Address____________________________________________________ 
  
City________________________________  State______        Zip Code_______ 
  
Campus Mailbox: ___________________________________________________ !
Home Phone (with area code)__________________________________________ 
  
Cell Phone (with area code)___________________________________________ 
  
Work Phone (with area code)__________________________________________ 
  
Age (if minor)________ E-mail address_________________________________ 
  
Dojo__________________________________ Your Sensei_________________ 
  
Jujitsu Rank____________________________ Karate Rank_________________ !
Date Awarded __________________________ Date Awarded _______________ 
   
If you are a black belt please circle the correct answer:  I am or I am not a Certified Instructor.  
    K          J          K&J   (circle as appropriate) !
In an emergency, contact ______________________________________ phone_______________________. !
  
I understand that due to the nature of physical training in martial arts, there is a risk of injury AND that in 
the event of such injury, I shall not hold responsible the Brandeis Seirenkai Karate & Jujitsu Academy,  
Brandeis University, the International Seirenkai Organization (ISO), the ISO LLC, or their officers, 
instructors, students, guardians, managers, owners, directors, heirs or assigns.  Further, I understand 
and agree that I am obligated to certify and attest that I am in good health. If I have not included a 
physician’s confirmation of my good health, it is because I do not wish to do so, AND hold myself 
responsible for same.  Any photos, videos or images of me may be used by the organizations listed 
above for commercial purposes without compensation to me.  I understand and agree to all of the above.  
This agreement shall apply to classes on the date below and my future participation in Seirenkai Martial 
Arts classes, seminars and special events.  
  
Participant Signature___________________________________________ Date___________________ 
          !
If minor, parent/legal guardian’s signature is also required: ______________________________________                                                                                                           !!



Appendix B: Seirenkai Dojo Rules & Procedure  
The following serves as guidelines for class rules. This list is not exhaustive, but provides information on 
the most important dojo rules. !
• All members, including kyus (non black belts) and dans (black belts) must strictly follow the instruction 

of the Sensei in the dojo at all time. If the Sensei asks you to practice a technique, do NOT practice 
anything else but that technique. Following instructions shows one's discipline and respect, and most 
importantly, ensures safety in the dojo. !

• The safety of one's partner is the foremost concern of all who practice Seirenkai Karate and 
Jujitsu. There are no exceptions to this rule and failure to observe the necessary safety requirements 
will result in a warning.  Ongoing warnings will result in loss of opportunity to practice with other 
members, in order to protect the safety of all other members in the class.  Use of Seirenkai 
techniques or violence outside of class, for any reason other than legitimate self-defense needs 
may result in dismissal from the dojo. !

• For reasons of safety and authenticity, only Seirenkai techniques will be practiced in a Seirenkai dojo. 
Anyone who chooses to stay with Seirenkai will be expected to practice only Seirenkai techniques. !

• Nobody may practice Seirenkai Jujitsu or Karate techniques when there is no class without first 
receiving the permission of the Chief Instructor. !

• All techniques should be kept in the dojo unless you need to use them as a last resort in self-defense. 
Jujitsu and karate are not games, nor should one "play" with them outside of class. Use of Seirenkai, 
outside of dojo practice or self-defense, is not allowed! !

• The Chief Instructor, or other Instructors in his or her absence, is the final authority on all questions 
pertaining to technique, rules, procedures, and testing in the dojo. !

• In accordance with the guidelines of traditional martial arts organizations, all black belts shall be 
addressed by their last names as Mr., Mrs. or Ms. while in the dojo. They have earned that respect 
through years of hard work and we hope and expect that you will, too. !

• It is the responsibility of higher belts to assist lower belts, but you must use caution. Unless the Sensei 
specifically asks you to help a lower belt with certain techniques, do NOT volunteer. Nobody except the 
Sensei should introduce a new technique to anyone. !

• Be respectful to higher belts. If you notice a higher belt doing something incorrectly, inform the senior 
Sensei or another instructor in the dojo. !

• The Seirenkai dojo is a special place and practicing effective self-defense is a serious business. Once 
in the dojo, discussions not related to your training should be kept at a minimum. While we try to have 
fun while working hard, excessive joking and laughing during class is inappropriate. !

• When entering or exiting the dojo and before and after practicing with a partner, one should execute a 
standing bow. !

• When you bow, do not simply go through the motions and do not be sloppy. Bow as if you really mean 
it. There is no religious significance to this bow. It is a greeting and a sign of respect. Please show your 
respect to the dojo and its members at all times. !

• Always try to arrive at class on time. If you arrive late, be sure to wait at the door before entering the 
dojo until the sensei acknowledges you with a bow. It is important that the sensei always knows who is 
on the dojo floor or mats at all times.  If you arrive early, begin to limber up quietly and make sure the 
dojo is clean and ready for class.  !



• If you need to leave before the end of the class, let the sensei know in advance and make sure you 
bow out to your partner and to the sensei before leaving the workout area.   !

• Questions are always welcome and they should be addressed to the highest ranked black belt present. 
S/he may delegate another black belt to answer the question. However, one should never ask if a 
Seirenkai technique would “really work,” since if it does not work, we will not teach it to you. Instead, 
you may ask how a technique works, or perhaps, when is the most appropriate time to use it. !

• Practicing Seirenkai under the influence of alcohol (or other substances) is strictly prohibited and highly 
dangerous to oneself and to others.  Students recognized as under the influence of any substance will 
be asked to bow out of the class immediately. !

• All kyus must wear a plain white gi (martial arts uniform) and it must be cleaned regularly and kept in 
good condition. White Judo gi are also allowed, and all uniforms and martial arts equipment is 
available from your sensei. All Seirenkai members should wear the official ISO patch on the left lapel of 
the jacket, and this is the only ornament to appear on any Seirenkai gi. Only black belts may wear a 
black gi. No other writing is permitted on gi or belts.  This policy helps to preserve Seirenkai’s status as 
a traditional, non-commercialized martial art. !

• Nails should be kept short and clean to avoid scratching and infecting one's partners. Feet should be 
clean since our faces do touch the mat. No shoes are to be worn on the mats.  Please remember that 
good hygiene is an important part of martial arts etiquette and safety. !

• It is considered an honor to help keep the dojo clean and to help one's sensei in any way possible. 
Lower belts should always volunteer to perform sweeping or other tasks, especially if one observes a 
higher belt already doing so. !

• One method of showing pride in your system and dojo is to bring in people whom you feel would 
benefit from and enjoy Seirenkai classes. This support strengthens the dojo, helps the people you 
introduce  and demonstrates your spirit and loyalty to the ISO. !

• Remember that Brandeis University is our host. Treat the community with politeness and respect and 
treat the property with care so that we may continue to teach and practice Seirenkai Martial Arts at 
Brandeis for years to come. 


